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Пособие состоит из текстов и заданий к ним, является составной частью учебно-методического комплекса по английскому языку.
Содержащиеся в сборнике тексты могут быть использованы для аудиторной  и внеаудиторной самостоятельной работы студентов.


Пояснительная записка

Настоящее учебно-методическое пособие на английском языке основного модуля предназначено для студентов 1 курса, обучающихся по специальностям: 09.02.03 Программирование в компьютерных системах; 15.02.08 Технология машиностроения; 13.02.01Тепловые электрические станции 
Цель пособия - совершенствование приобретенных речевых  умений и навыков по английскому языку, ознакомление студентов с научно-техническими текстами, с лексико- фразеологическими, грамматическими, стилистическими  особенностями данных текстов, развитие умения понимать и переводить технические тексты. Основные задачи - развитие речемыслительных умений и навыков, формирование у молодого специалиста социокультурной компетенции, общих компетенций (осуществлять поиск, анализ и оценку информации, необходимой для постановки и решения профессиональных задач, профессионального и личностного развития, использовать информационно- коммуникационные технологии для совершенствования профессиональной деятельности, быть готовым к смене технологий в профессиональной деятельности), профессиональных компетенций. Отличительной чертой данного пособия является его практическая направленность. Данные тексты позволяют организовать работу по формированию у студентов умений и навыков следующих видов чтения: просмотрового, выборочного, с извлечением информации, аналитического. 
Тексты в пособии отражают основные направления современного языка, рассказывают о достижениях в различных сферах деятельности человека. Тексты подобраны из различных источников: журналов, газет, издаваемых в англоязычных странах. Часть текстов взята из различных сайтов Интернета. Использованный материал частично сокращён.
В пособии представлены языковые средства, наиболее употребительные в повседневной речи и типичные для английского языка. Язык такого рода имеет определённые грамматические, лексические и стилистические особенности. Данные тексты предусматривают обращение студентов к словарю.
Расположение материала пособия не обязывает к определённой последовательности изучения, что позволяет преподавателю использовать различные формы аудиторной и внеаудиторной работы студентов независимо от конкретных условий обучения и уровня знаний студентов. Представленные в пособии тексты предназначены для аннотирования, реферирования и рецензирования.
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Introduction
Dear Students!
Now the English language plays a very important role in our life.  At present there is a great number of trade, economic, commercial relations between Russia and different English speaking countries, such as the USA, Great Britain, Canada and others. 
That’s why these texts and articles will help you to develop your communication skills in English that you can contribute to meetings, give presentations and deal with phone calls in English more effectively. 
TOWN
DON'S LETTER TO HIS FRIEND
Many people write letters to friends in other countries. They often write about their families and homes or about the places they live in. Here is Don's letter to his friend.
My name is Donald but my friends call me Don. I live in Scotland, in a small house far from the town center. Our town is small, but there is a theatre in it, in the main square.
The streets in my town are not very wide, but they are very beautiful, with a lot of flowers and trees. Our house is in the old part of the town. You can see an old square tower in that part. It was built many centuries ago and nobody knows the name of the architect. The tower is very high and there is a large bell in it. You can hear it ring twice a day. The tower has become our town museum. If you visit this place, turn to the left and the road will lead you to a beautiful small church. When you cross the bridge you will be in the new part of the town.
The streets are wide in this part. There are also many cinemas and shops, as well as some monuments. I have already been to many places of interest in our town and can show them all to you. If you have never seen Scotland come and stay with us. Maybe you'll find our life here quite different from your life in the city, but I'm sure you'll like our little town.

Tasks:
Answer the following questions:
	Where does Don live? (He lives in Scotland.)

Does he live in a flat or in a house? (He lives in a house.)
Does Don live in a town or in a city? (Don lives in a town.)
Where is the theatre in Don's town? (It is in the main square.)
Describe the streets in Don's town. (They are beautiful, not very wide, with a lot of flowers and trees.)
When was the tower built? (It was built many centuries ago.)
What is there in the tower that rings twice a day? (There is a bell.)
What is the tower now? (It's a museum.)
What can you see in the new part of the town? (We can see cinemas, shops and monuments there.)
Would you like to visit Don?
	True or false:

	Towns are smaller than cities. (_____)

Red Square is the main square of London. (_____)
	Scotland is part of England. (_____)
There are a lot of churches in Moscow. (_____)
A theatre is a place where people can watch interesting films. (_____)
One of the famous London cinemas is the "Odeon". (_____)
	Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland. (_____)
One of the newest churches in London is St. Paul's Cathedral. (_____)
Buildings can be high, beautiful, new and old. (_____)
There is only one bridge over the Moscow River. (_____)
One century is one hundred years. (_____)
The mom is dirty when all the things are in their right places. (_____)
A millionaire is a very rich person. (_____)
It's darker in the day than at night. (_____)
The capital is the main city of the country. (_____)
The Tower of London is a museum now. (_____)
	Compiling Sentences:

	spend, out of, usually, we, town, weekends. (_______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	towers, any, city, there, your, are, square, in? (______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	the, road, a, center, led, of, wide, city, to, the. (______________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	hall, decorated, the, pupils, have, school. (__________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	book, already, has, this, Nelly, read. (______________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	flowers, yet, bought, the, you, have? (_____________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	afraid, not, I, dogs, am, of. (_____________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	up, has, just, brother, my, woken. (________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	famous, know, do, English, any, you, architects? (___________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	to, interest, been, trip, places, we, of, our, have, many, during. (_________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
	or, king, the. Britain, who, of, is, queen, now, the, Great? (_____________________________

___________________________________________________________________________)
HEALTH
THE WAYS OF HEALTHY LIFE
Many philosophers said wise things about health — how important it is for each person, and that one lost, it can't be restored. If a person is eating bad food, smoking or taking alcohol — this ruins his health, and it's very good if he has time to stop and think.
In fact, health is something that is given to many of us since birth. But only active life and good nutrition can help us stay healthy as long as possible.
The first aspect of good health is a healthy diet. Food that you eat gives you energy, vitamins and fibre. And if it is junk food — it gives you extra weight and problems with your health.
The second aspect of good health is sport and exercises. Doctors recommend to use the stairs instead of taking a lift, and to walk during the break at school and college but not to sit at the same place. There are workers who have to sit at the working table for hours, but then they have problems with their kidneys, which is very serious.
What are other contributions to good health? Of course, it's the absence of bad habits. But it's also your attitude to life. If you are full of energy, optimism and kind-heartedness, your life will be good. But if you are always angry, if it's difficult for you to keep your temper — then the problems are on the threshold.
Finally, everything depends on us. Lifestyle is a way that leads to a happy and healthy life or to medical problems. The most important thing is to have a map that shows us the right way.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
absence 
отсутствие
lifestyle
стиль жизни
active 
активный
lift 
п. лифт, v. поднимать
angry 
сердитый
map 
карта
aspect
аспект
medical 
медицинский
attitude 
отношение
nutrition 
питание
bad 
плохой
optimism 
оптимизм
birth 
рождение
philosopher 
философ
contribution 
вклад
possible 
возможный
depend 
зависеть
recommend
рекомендовать
diet 
питание, диета
restore 
восстанавливать
eat 
есть, кушать
ruin 
разрушать
energy 
энергия
show 
показывать
extra 
дополнительный
smoke 
n дым, v курить
fibre 
волокно
stairs 
лестница
habit 
привычка
temper 
нрав, настроение
instead 
вместо
threshold 
порог
junk food
неполноценная еда
vitamin 
витамин
Kidney 
почка (орган)
weight 
вес
kind-heartedness 
доброта


	After reading:

	Study the active vocabulary. Translate the following words and phrases from English into Russian.

Bad, aspect, energy, philosopher, restore, smoking, ruin, birth, active, nutrition, possible, diet, eat, vitamin, fibre, junk, extra, weight, recommend, stairs, instead, lift, kidneys, contribution, absence, habit, attitude, optimism, kind-heartedness, angry, temper, threshold, depend, lifestyle, medical, map, show.
	Guess the word by the explanation of its meaning.

	the ability to do things

each of several substances which are present in some products and which you need to stay healthy
several steps that take you from one floor to another in a building
expecting things to turn out well
a board or stone under the doorway of a building
two organs in our body that remove waste products from the blood
	the measure of how heavy you are

something that you do without thinking, because you have done it so often
	something you give
	to say that something is good or suitable.

	Give English equivalents for the following words.

Плохой, восстановить, философ, курение, возможный, дополнительный, лифт, отношение, нрав, карта, разрушать, диета, вместе, отсутствие, доброта, зависеть, показывать, рождение, активный, питание, есть, волокно, неполноценный (о пище), злой, стиль жизни, медицинский.
	Insert the vocabulary of the text into the following sentences.

	Our health often ____________________ on ecology.
	In spring our body lacks ____________________ and minerals necessary for our living.
	Change your 1 _________________, or you'll ruin your _________________in several years!
	He is very active: he goes to work by bicycle and always uses __________________________ instead of the stairs.

If you eat much, you'll gain ____________________.
	Insert prepositions or post-verbal adverbs.

	Doctors recommend to use the stairs instead ________________________ taking a lift, and to walk ________________________ the break _______________________ school and college.
	There are workers who have to sit ______________________________ the table for hours, but then they have serious problems ____________________________________ their health.

Your attitude ________________ life is also a contribution _________________ good health.
Our health depends _________________________________ our eating habits to a great level.
SPORT
THE IMPORTANCE OF SPORT IN OUR LIFE
The healthiest way of life for a person is constant movement and exercise.
When exercise stops, illnesses quickly appear. But those who don't forget about sport have a happy and healthy life.
It is necessary to distinguish amateur sport and professional sport. The most important difference is that professional sportsmen, on the one hand, try to win, to break records and to achieve great results because it brings them glory, fame and commercial success. Amateur sportsmen, on the other hand, go in for sport to be healthy and feel well — and not to have a sport career.
One of the simplest and most ancient sports is running. It is an exercise which doesn't make you stronger (so your muscles don't become thicker), but it makes you more resistant to stress. This sport, like many others, improves your health and even cures some illnesses.
If you are an amateur, you probably prefer jogging to running. Jogging is just like running, but here speed is not so important. Jogging is popular in Western countries. People jog several kilometers a day and found it very healthy. Doctors warn however, that jogging for more than twenty kilometers a week may be harmful for the joints.
In this case the best solution is skiing. Skiing is a very good winter-sport. Two main types can be divided in this kind of sport: mountain skiing and cross-country skiing. When Russian people say skiing, they mean cross-country skiing. But Englishmen mean mountain skiing. Both kinds of sport are popular, but in order to go down the ski slopes you need more professionalism.
Besides these kinds of sports, there are games. Everyone knows such games as football, volleyball, basketball, hockey, tennis and others.
Everyone knows them and played at least one of these games. In some of them only two players take part (tennis), in others — a team of several players. These games improve velocity of reaction, ability to take quick decisions, and coordination. They are popular with children, who follow the older sportsmen and want to be like them.
Sport is so important for us, that lessons of physical training are included into school, college and university curriculums. Besides there are special schools, which prepare future sportsmen, trainers and Olympic champions.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
ability 
возможность
jog 
бегать (трусцой)
achieve 
достигать
joint 
сустав
amateur 
любитель, любительский
kilometer 
километр
basketball 
баскетбол
movement 
движение
both 
оба
muscle 
мышца
break 
зд. Побивать рекорд (непр. глагол)
necessary 
необходимый
career 
карьера
Olympic 
олимпийский
case 
случай, дело
physical 
физический
champion 
чемпион
player 
игрок
commercial 
коммерческий
prefer 
предпочитать
constant 
постоянный
prepare 
готовить
coordination 
координация
professional 
профессиональный
cross-country 
по пересеченной местности
quickly 
быстро
cross-country skiing 
равнинные лыжи
resistant 
сопротивляющийся, устойчивый
decision 
решение
record 
рекорд
difference 
отличие
reaction
реакция
distinguish 
различать
ski 
лыжи (вид спорта), лыжный
divide 
разделять
slope 
спуск
everyone 
каждый
solution 
решение
exercise 
упражнение
speed 
скорость
fame 
слава
sport 
спорт
follow 
следовать
stress 
стресс
football 
футбол
success 
успех
game 
игра
team 
команда
glory 
слава, великолепие
trainer 
тренер
harmful 
вредный
velocity 
скорость
illness 
болезнь
volleyball 
волейбол
important 
важный
warn 
предупреждать
improve 
улучшать
western
западный
include 
включать
win 
побеждать
	After reading:

	Study the active vocabulary. Translate the following words and phrases from English into Russian.

Sport, sportsman, jogging, game, exercise, amateur, important, illness, professional, kilometer, mountain, cross-country skiing, player, constant, movement, quickly, necessary, distinguish, difference, win, to break a record, achieve, glory, fame, commercial success, career, muscle, resistant, stress, improve, prefer, speed, western, to jog, harmful, joint, solution, ski slope, football, volleyball, basketball, hockey, team, velocity, reaction, ability, decision, coordination, physical training, Olympic champion.
	Guess the word by the explanation of its meaning.

	something that you can play, usually with rules
	from or concerning the west

an action or feeling caused by another person or thing
the best person in a sport or competition
to do better than your opponents in a game
an outdoor game played by two teams with curved sticks and a small hard cylinder
a team game in which players try to throw a ball through a hoop fixed three meters above the ground
a game played by two teams which try to kick an inflated ball into their opponent's goal
	a very high hill
	someone who does something because he likes it without being paid for it

	Give English equivalents for the following words.

Бег трусцой, игра, любитель, важный, успех, побить рекорд, решение, хоккей, возможность, различать.
	Give antonyms from active vocabulary to the following words.

Amateur, slowly, to lose, useful, inability, unimportant.
	Insert the vocabulary of the text into the following sentences.

	The sportsman wanted to ____________________, so he ran very quickly. He won and became an ______________. But he was very tired because he had run two ______________.
	It is very difficult to ________________ a record. Only the best ________________ can do it.

Every football player must be ____________________________________________ to stress.
	The _______________________ Zenit won the _______________________ match yesterday.
The 9th of May is an ___________________________________________ date in our history.
	If you go weightlifting (тяжелая атлетика) your ________________________ become bigger and so you become stronger.
	Do you often have _____________________________________________________ lessons?
	Insert prepositions or post-verbal adverbs.

	_____________________________ the one hand, professional sportsmen try to win and break records. Amateur sportsmen, _____________ the other hand, go ________________ sports to be healthy and to feel well.

Football and tennis are very popular _______________________________________ children.
	Games improve velocity _____________________________ reaction and ability to take quick decisions.
	Why is sport to important ___________________________________________________ as?
	In such games __________________________ football, basketball and hockey more than two players take part.
NATURE. CLIMATE AND WEATHER
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THE BRITISH CLIMATE
Some people say that Britain does not have a climate, it only has weather. This refers to three things. Firstly, the weather in Britain is very changeable: a day can start fine and warm, but often end cold and wet. Secondly, the climate is very moderate: it doesn't usually get very cold or very hot. Thirdly, the seasons are not as different as they are in many countries, and you can just as easily have a cold, wet day in summer as you can in winter.
Generally speaking, the west of Britain is wetter than the east, and the north is colder than the south. That means, for example, that the southwest is warm but wet; the northeast is colder but drier. Because of the Gulf Stream, British winters are much warmer than many countries with the same latitude.
Britain is famous for its fog: think of London in the books of Charles Dickens or in Sherlock Holmes stories and you will think of fog. But Britain is much less foggy than it was in the days of Dickens or Holmes, because now people can't have coal fires in London or other big cities. It was the pollution as much as the climate that made Victorian London so foggy.
Tasks:
Understanding from the context:
	firstly

	неустойчивый

	secondly

	климат

	thirdly

	уголь

	climate

	во-первых

	refer

	во времена (кого-либо)

	changeable

	широта

	moderate

	во-вторых

	generally speaking

	умеренный

	latitude

	загрязнение

	coal

	иметь отношение

	pollution

	в-третьих

	in the days of

	говоря в общем

	True or false: 

	Britain is foggier now than it was in the 19th century. (_____________)
	It was the pollution as much as the climate that made Victorian London so foggy. (___________)

The west of Britain is drier than the east. (___________)
The climate is very moderate. (_____________)
British winters are much colder than many countries with the same latitude. (___________)
The north of Britain is colder than the south. (____________)
The weather in Britain is very changeable. (_____________)
The Gulf Stream makes Britain colder. (___________)
	British weather
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Is there a pot of gold at the end of this rainbow over the Cotswolds?
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A sunny days on the south coast of England.
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If the wind blows on a Scottish island, it can be quite cold.
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Snow falls in winter, especially in Aviemore in Scotland.
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The Welsh mountains are not a good place to be in a storm.
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It often rains in Oxford.
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Understanding from the context.
	coast

	а место

	especially

	горы

	island

	остров

	mountains

	морское побережье

	place

	радуга

	rainbow

	особенно

	Answer the following questions:

	Where can you find a pot of gold?

Where do you need an umbrella?
Where do you need sun cream?
Which is the windiest place?
Where can you ski?
Where can you hear thunder and see lightning?
SAVE THE PLANET
GREENHOUSE EFFECT
The greenhouse effect is the most serious threat to our existence on the planet. Too many gases like carbon dioxide have remained in the atmosphere and act like a greenhouse. They allow the sun's rays to reach the earth but trap heat which would otherwise radiate back into space. As the amount of gases has decreased the oceans and atmosphere have heated up.
Why have the gases in the atmosphere increased? There are many reasons for this. The principal ones are the burning of gas and coal for industry. Power stations, cars and agriculture have all added to the problem. Recently, a large area of tropical rainforests has been burnt and this has become a major source of carbon dioxide and what's worse is that trees are no longer there to take the carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.
The effects of these actions are serious. In the last century, the earth has warmed by half a degree Centigrade. This may not sound much, but even small changes cause glaciers to melt. The result of this is that sea levels continue to rise, and a rise of one and a half meters could cause London to be flooded and Cambridge to become a coastal town) The greenhouse effect also increases the frequency of extreme weather conditions. Britain could become hotter and wetter and could be devastated Ьу hurricanes. Food production is affected by rising temperatures, and droughts in the USA (not Ethiopia), Europe and Russia have become more frequent.
What can we do? Our immediate hope is energy conservation. Energy must be saved. It may already be too late.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
greenhouse 
n. парник, теплица
sea level
уровень моря
threat 
n. угроза
frequency 
n частота, частотность
carbon dioxide 
углекислый газ, 
двуокись углерода, СО2
devastate 
v опустошать, разрушать
ray 
n луч
hurricane 
n ураган
trap 
v поглощать, улавливать
drought 
n засуха
radiate 
v излучать, испускать
conservation 
п сохранение
glacier 
n ледник


	After reading:

	Answer the following questions:

	What is the greenhouse effect?

What is it caused by?
What effect does it have?
What is the solution?
	Name each part of the text:

	We must stop throwing away so much glass, paper, metal and plastic. We can recycle them.

Our factories emit huge amounts of Sulphur dioxide into the air. We are polluting the atmosphere.
Our drinking water is full of chemicals. The seas are filthy because we continue to put chemicals and waste into them.
Our cars put poisonous gases into the air, which affects our health. We should walk whenever we can and fit catalyzers to our cars.
Three hundred thousand square kilometers of rainforests gone in a year! Rainforests destruction could alter the world's climate.
We should ban the use of CFC gases completely. We do not have to use aerosols — we can find substitutes.
Our power stations are polluting the air and the acid rain that results is killing our trees.
We use nuclear power to produce energy for today but the dangers of radioactivity and nuclear waste will last for centuries.
a) The Ozone Layer, b) Acid Rain, c) Recycling, d) Air Pollution, e) Safer Energy, J) Car Exhausts, g) Saving the Rainforests, h) Water Pollution
Find in the text the words, denoting:
	to use again after treatment

o send out (especially heat, light, smell and sound)
	very dirty
	to change
	to forbid

	Translate into English:

Загрязнение воздуха; озоновый слой; очищать (окружающую среду); кислотный дождь; парниковый эффект; выхлопные газы; засуха; наводнение; угроза существованию человечества; ледник; ураган; запрещать аэрозоли; выделять двуокись серы; очищать выхлоп (машины); уровень моря; разрушать; атомные электростанции.
TECHNICAL PROGRESS
THE ROLE OF TECHNICAL PROGRESS
The scientific and technical revolution has changed our life very much. The computers, the mobile phones and other digital devices have entered our everyday life.
The atomic, space and energy age was followed by the age of computers. The tasks which had seemed eternal before have been solved one by one by computers. During the last decade many fundamental changes occurred because of electronic devices. It is even difficult to imagine the social and economic consequences of the microelectronic revolution.
The large use of computers has influenced our life in such a way that it was difficult to imagine 15 or 20 years ago. On the one hand, computers have simplified our life greatly. If you typed a text on the typewriter and made a mistake you had to type the whole page again. Making several copies of the same document used to be a difficult job too. But now it's quite different. Correcting mistakes is easy. Computer also helps us to buy goods, find information, book tickets, make presentations and annual reports, and make difficult calculations. Time is saved for leisure.
Leisure time is also influenced by computer and other periphery devices. You no longer go to the music shops — many things are available on the internet. You needn't write letters to your relatives or friends — you can send an e-mail. And your photo albums are on computer too.
Computer games are probably also a part of your free time. They became more and more realistic and complicated, and for many people it becomes impossible to tear themselves away. This means that electronic devices, such as computer and TV set are used mostly for entertainment and consume most of the time that could be spent on work, going for a walk and sleeping. Man becomes a slave of the devices which were designed to make him stronger.
Is there a way out? In fact, there is, but many people don't know it and are still slaves. The best decision is not to give these equipment place in your heart. They should do their work. And when you have a rest, prefer real communication to virtual one and living an active life to watching films about crime. Then electronics will be not our lord or enemy but our friend!
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
age
век
lord 
господин
annual
ежегодный
occur
возникать
atomic
атомный
periphery
периферия
available
доступный
photo album 
фотоальбом
consequence
следствие
progress
прогресс
copy
копия
realistic
реалистичный
correct
исправлять
relative
родственник
crime
преступление
report
отчет
decade
десятилетие
simplify
облегчать
document
документ
slave
раб
e-mail (electronic mail)
электронная почта
social
социальный
enemy
враг
tear (oneself) away
оторвать(ся)
enter
вводить, входить
ticket
билет
good
добро
type
печатать
impossible
невозможный
typewriter
печатная машинка
influence
n влияние, v влиять
virtual
виртуальный
	After reading:

	Answer the following questions:

	The technical revolution has changed our life very much, hasn't it?

What were the predecessors of computer age?
Do computers make our life easier and simpler? In what way?
Computers influence our free time too, don't they?
Can you get music and video on the internet? What other information can you get there?
	What devices became compatible with computer during the last years?
	Can you communicate with your friends on the Internet? Do you like such communication or you prefer real one?
	In what way do computer games influence the people?
Do electronic devices take all our free time?
Is man a slave of the devices which were designed to make him stronger?
	Does the author suggest a way out?
	What is the way out in your opinion?

	Study the Active vocabulary. Insert the missing words.

	____________________________________________ helps you to send letters quickly.

If there is an interesting program on TV, it's difficult for a person to ________________
	During the last two _______________________ scientific progress and digitization took place.
	For some people a computer is an equivalent of a _____________________: a device for printing and editing documents.
	Do you have many ___________________ ? — Yes, I have parents, grandparents, two sisters and three brothers.
	I don't buy _________________________ any more, all my photos are on my computer.
Computer is a multifunctional device. So the ______________________ is that it can be used both for work and for leisure.
	____________________________________ age was followed by a microelectronic one.
	Continue the following statements.

	The atomic, space and energy age was followed by ______________________________

It's difficult to imagine the social and economic consequences _____________________
	Computers have simplified _________________________________________________
	Computer helps us to buy goods, find information _______________________________
Leisure time is also influenced ______________________________________________
You no longer go to the music shops _________________________________________
You needn't write letters to your relatives ______________________________________
Computer and TV set are used mostly for entertainment __________________________
The best decision is not to give these equipment ________________________________
	When you have a rest, prefer real communication _______________________________
EMERGENCY
THE SMITHS' BAD DAY
Paul and Sue Smith live in south London. In case of a fire or an accident, the emergency services don't have to travel far to get to their house. The local police station is about 400 yards from their house, the nearest hospital is only a mile away, and the nearest fire station is about two miles away.
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Last week, the Smiths needed the help of the ambulance service, and the police were involved, too. Paul often drives Mary to school in the morning. Last Wednesday, they were hit by another car on their way to school. The other car came out of the station car park and crashed into the side of Paul's car, and the driver drove off without stopping. In the crash, Mary's arm was injured, so Paul rang 999 and asked for an ambulance. They were taken to the casualty ward of the local hospital. Mary had an X-ray, but nothing was broken; her arm was just badly bruised. She didn't have to stay in hospital, but she had the rest of the week off school.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
accident
несчастный случай, 
авария
emergency
чрезвычайная ситуация, критическое положение
crash
потерпеть аварию, 
крушение
emergency services
неотложная помощь
car crash
автокатастрофа
operator
оператор
plane crash
авиакатастрофа
injure
повредить
train crash
железнодорожння 
катастрофа
kill
убивать
dial
набирать номер, звонить
die
умирать
hurt
ранить, повредить
keep still 
не шевелиться
999
номер телефона британской службы спасения: 999
shortly
скоро
	After reading:

	Understanding from the context:

	в случае

ярд
миля
вовлекать
уезжать
без
отделение в больнице
оставшаяся часть
	Finding information.

	Which is further from the Smiths': the police station or the hospital?

_______________________________________________________________________
	How far away is the fire station?

_______________________________________________________________________
	When was the car crash?

_______________________________________________________________________
	What did Mary injure?

_______________________________________________________________________
	What did the X-ray show?

_______________________________________________________________________
	How to resuscitate someone
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4. Did you understand?
	What should you do if the patient is responsive? 

	observe
	shout for help 
	shake gently

	What should you do if there are no signs of circulation?

	continue rescue breathing

compress chest
tilt head back and lift chin
	What should you do if the patient is not responsive? 

	observe

shout for help 
	shake gently
	What should you do if the patient is breathing normally?

	shout loudly

blow slowly until chest rises 
	place in recovery position
	What should you do if there are signs of circulation?

	continue rescue breathing

compress chest
tilt head back and lift chin
	Read and translate a dialogue. Compose your own one.

A CAR CRASH
Mar: You're quiet Daddy.
Paul: Am I? I've been thinking about our trip to Scotland. 
Mary: Which part did you like best? 
Paul Oh, I enjoyed the tour of the distillery best especially the ... Oh, no! Stop!
Crash!
Paul: Mary, are you all right?
Mary: Yes, I think so. What happened?
Paul: A car came out of the station car park and crashed straight into us. 
Mary: Look, Daddy! He's driving away! 
Paul: Hey! Stop! I'm going to call the police.
Mary: Daddy, my arm hurts. 
Paul: Oh, dear. It looks bad. I'll call an ambulance. 
Stranger: Are you all right? 
Paul: Yes, I think so, thank you. But my daughter has hurt her arm. 
Stranger: You should call 999. Do you have a phone? 
Paul Yes, thank you.
Paul dials 999.
Operator 1:  Emergency operator. Which service do you require? 
Paul: Ambulance, please.
Operator 1: Hold the line, please. I'm trying to connect you. 
Paul: Thank you.
Operator 2: Ambulance service. How can I help you? 
Paul: I've just had an accident, and I need an ambulance.
Operator 2: What kind of accident?
Paul: A car crash.
Operator 2: Where are you?
Paul: I'm opposite Wandsworth Town Station on, er, Ferrier Street. 
Operator 2: I know it.
Paul: Please hurry. I'm worried about my daughter. She's injured her arm.
Operator 2: Make sure she keeps still. And try not to worry. An ambulance will be there shortly.
Paul: Thank you very much.
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MY WORKING DAY. EDUCATION
MARK SMITH'S EDUCATION
Mark Smith went to nursery school from the age of three to five. When he was five, he started primary school. At eleven, he went to secondary school, which was a mixed comprehensive school. He wore school uniform at his primary school, then a different one at his secondary school. His best subjects at school were History and English. His worst subjects were Physics and Chemistry, and he was very bad at PE and Games. At the age of sixteen, he took and passed ten file_20.jpg
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subjects at GCSE. He then went into the sixth form and studied four subjects at A level: History, English, Geography and Psychology. In his A-level examinations, he got two As and two Bs. At the age of eighteen, he started at the University of London, where he is studying History. He is now twenty-one and in his third year. He should get his degree - a BA - at the end of this year.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
classroom
класс, классная комната 
sports field 
спортивная площадка, поле
blackboard
доска для писания мелом 
cloakroom 
гардероб
whiteboard
доска для писания фломастером 
hall
холл, коридор
desk
парта, стол 
staff room
учительская
cupboard 
шкаф 
gym (сокр. от gymnasium) 
спортзал
dining hall 
столовая
playground
игровая площадка
bicycle sheds
велосипедная стоянка


	After reading:

	Understanding from the context:

	best subjects

	детский сад

	worst subjects

	сдавать экзамен

	degree

	сдать экзамен

	nursery school

	наилучшие предметы

	pass an examination

	наихудшие предметы

	take an examination

	степень

	Finding information.

	How old was Mark when he started nursery school?

_______________________________________________________________________
	At what age did he leave primary school?

_______________________________________________________________________
	What were his worst subjects at school?

_______________________________________________________________________
	How many GCSEs did he get?

_______________________________________________________________________
	How many A levels did he take?

_______________________________________________________________________
	What is he studying now?

_______________________________________________________________________
	Read and translate a dialogue. Compose your own one.

PARTS OF A SCHOOL
Paul: This is the main playground. That low building is the dining hall. Those are the boys' toilets. And next to them are the bicycle sheds. And behind the bicycle sheds is the sports field.
Pupil: I see.
Paul: Let's go inside now. You should use this cloakroom. 
Pupil: OK.
Paul: And this is our classroom.
Pupil: "Our" classroom? I'm not sure that I understand. 
Paul: I'm sorry, didn't I explain? This is your classroom, and I'm your class teacher. 
Pupil: Oh, I see. 
Paul: You can have this desk. 
Pupil: Thank you.
Paul: Excuse me, I must clean this blackboard. 
Pupil: Can I help?
Paul: Thank you. There's a cloth in that cupboard.
	Look at the pictures. True or false: 

	Pupils in Britain start primary school at the age of seven. (__________)
	Pupils at Eton have rich parents. (__________)
	Girls can't go to Eton. (__________)
	Pupils at state schools don't have to wear uniforms. (__________)
	University students have to wear uniforms. (__________)
	Cambridge is the oldest university in England. (__________)
	Oxford and Cambridge are the most famous universities in England. (__________)
	The Boat Race takes place twice a year. (__________)
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Three-year-old at a nursery school in Northern Ireland
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Pupils at the Prendergast school, a mixed comprehensive school in south-east London
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Every year in March, there is a boat race between the universities of Oxford and Cambridge. It is just called “The Boat Race”, and it is always on national television.
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Five-years-olds at a primary school in Wales
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Pupils at Eton School, the most famous private boys, school in England
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Students at Oxford, the oldest university in Britain
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HOBBY
MY HOBBIES
The word “hobby” means a large variety of things that people do in their free time.
We can speak about hobbies in our life when we go to school. That's the time when time of studies can be clearly distinguished from time of rest. Children go dancing, swimming, they sing, play (he piano or other musical instruments. They are found of different sports and games, such as football, gymnastics, figure skating and others.
This is the first time when they collect things — for example stickers, stamps, badges. It's good when the 'hobby' doesn't take very much time. If it's so, it's already a bad habit. We can say so about computer games. It's not good to become addicts.
When we are teenagers, our interests become wider. Boys become fond of digital technologies and cars; girls are often fond of flowers, different clothes and animals.
Now when we are college students, our hobbies are various. One of boys of the group is fond of making robots with remote control by iPhone. This is great! Another boy likes to draw cars and their owners. This is a very unusual 'hobby'! As for me, I learn to make computer programs and I'm sure it will be helpful for me in my work.
My parents say that when their family life began, many of their hobbies disappeared. So I have a great opportunity. But my mum still likes to knit, and my dad — to make furniture. These hobbies are not only interesting for them, but also useful for the whole family.
Hobbies make our life very interesting. It's especially good when there are people with similar interests around you. This helps us to relax from our studies or main work and do something pleasant for ourselves and the others.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
animal
животное
like
любить
badge
значок
mum
мама
boy
мальчик
musical
музыкальный
clearly
ясно
opportunity
возможность
collect
собирать, коллекционировать
owner
владелец
dancing
танцы
relax
отдыхать
digital
цифровой
remote
удаленный
disappear
исчезать
remote control
дистанционное управление
distinguish
различать
robot
робот
example
пример
stamp
марка
figure skating
фигурное катание
sticker
наклейка
group
группа
teenager
подросток
gymnastics
гимнастика
variety
разнообразие 
hobby
хобби
various
разнообразный
instrument
инструмент
whole
целый
knit
вязать
word
слово
	After reading:

	Study the active vocabulary. Translate the following words and phrases from English into Russian

Hobby, like, word, variety, clearly, distinguish, figure skating, collect, example, sticker, stamp, badge, teenager, digital, animal, various, group, robot, remote, boy, owner, disappear, opportunity, mum, knit, whole, relax.
	Guess the word by the explanation of its meaning.

	a set of sounds or letters that has a meaning and is written with a space before and after it

moving about in time with music
a small piece of metal pained on clothes to tell people something about its owner
exercises and movements that demonstrate the body's agility and strength
	to stop being visible
	to stop working, to rest

a small piece of gummed paper with a special design on it
a label or sign for sticking on something
the person who has something 
a good time to do something
	Give English equivalents for the following words:

Хобби, разнообразие, музыкальный инструмент, пример, фигурное катание, подросток, группа, робот, животное, мальчик, мама, любить, ясно, собирать, различать, цифровой, целый, отдаленный, разнообразный, вязать.
	Insert prepositions or post-verbal adverbs.

	The word 'hobby' means a large variety ____________________ things that people do ____________________ their free time.
	Teenagers are fond _______________________________________ digital technologies.
	There are hobbies which are not only interesting __________________________ you, but also useful _____________________________________________ the whole family.

Hobbies make our life interesting especially when there are people _________________________________________________ similar interests around us.
Can you tell me ______________________________________________ your hobbies?
THE RULES OF BEHAVOUR
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION RULES
When you speak over the telephone, it's important to know some simple but very useful rules, which make your communication successful.
First of all, you must greet your listener with Good morning, Good afternoon, or Good evening. If it is not a person you want to speak with, please ask to call the one you want, using a polite expression. But if it happens that you dialed the wrong number, then you must apologize.
Whenever you are calling anybody, ask whether the person you speak to has enough time for you. Maybe it is not so.
Don't speak too long. Long conversation is often a mere chattering, nothing else. Never forget why you are really phoning.
But the matters that are very important should be better discussed in person. Much information is transmitted by our gestures, but very often we don't seem to realize it.
Even if your interlocutor is rude to you, you shouldn't answer back. Keep your emotions to yourself even if it's difficult for you.
Following these rules, you can speak over the telephone as naturally as in person. Telephone is a great invention, it unites people, but it should be used carefully in order not to separate them.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
ask
спрашивать
matter
дело
call
звать
maybe
возможно, может быть
chatter
болтать
mere
простой, чистый; не более чем
communication
общение, связь
polite
вежливый
conversation
разговор
rude
грубый
dial
набирать
rule
правило
emotion
эмоция
seem
казаться
expression
выражение
separate
разделять
following
следующий
simple
простой
gesture
жест
successful
успешный
greet
приветствовать
transmit
передавать
happen
случаться
whenever
когда бы ни
interlocutor
собеседник
whether
ли
listener
слушатель
wrong
неверный
	After reading:

	Study the active vocabulary. Translate the following words and phrases from English into Russian

Conversation, ask, simple, communication, successful, great, listener, expression, happen, dial, wrong, whenever, call, whether maybe, mere, chattering, matter (n), transmit, gesture, seem, interlocutor, rude, emotion, following, separate.
	Guess the word by the explanation of its meaning.

	the person you are speaking with
	someone who is listening
	to welcome someone when he/she arrives

not fair or morally right; incorrect
to take thing or people away from other things or people
a strong feeling in your mind, such as love or fear
talking quickly, stupidly or too much
	having success

	Give English equivalents for the following words.

Разговор, общение, выражение, жест, дело, спрашивать, случаться, набирать, звать, передавать, казаться, простой, когда бы ни, ли, возможно, не более чем 
	Insert the vocabulary of the text into the following sentences.

	When Jack understood that he had __________________________________ the wrong ___________________, he ___________________. His _______________ answered that it was all right.

I couldn't get through (дозвониться) for half an hour. Was it an important talk or just ______________________________________________________________________?
	"What _________________ do you want to buy?" _______________ the shop assistant.
The disk-jockey greeted his _________________ using a polite ________________ and announced that a very interesting program would be _____________ in half a minute.
	Mother let her child know by a ____________________________ that he must be silent.
	Insert prepositions or post-verbal adverbs.

	If it not the person you want to speak __________________________, please ask to call the one you want.

Do you have enough time ______________________________________________ me?
We should better discuss this matter ___________________________________ person. I can't say anything ___________________________________________ the telephone.
Even if your friend is angry, never answer _________________________________. Keep your emotions _______________________________________________ yourself.
Telephone unites people, but it should be used carefully _____________________ not to separate them.
INTERNET
FUNCTIONS OF COMPUTERS
Computer is one of the inventions of the 20th century that changed the world greatly. The first computers of the 1940s were enormous. But now they are almost in every family and in every office building.
Most machines do only one job, some are multifunctional (e.g. a TV set + + DVD player). But no device is as multifunctional as computer. The parts of the machine (or its hardware) remain the same, you change only the program (software) and your computer immediately learns to do various things. A browser program is designed to look at pages on the Internet (you can also say to browse, this accounts for the word browser). A word processor program lets you to print text and then change styles of fonts and sizes of pages. A database program is used for searching and sorting records. Such program is used in shops, libraries, hospitals, accountant offices, and so on. They make work with great amounts of data much quicker.
Computers are found everywhere and used in every sphere of life. In a plant one can make a computer model of a car or plane and check its resistance to stress. Such calculations without a computer could have taken several months. Computer is used at school: children watch films, presentations and web pages. This helps them to study effectively.
Computers also have some disadvantages. There is a famous joke that computers are designed to solve problems but half of the time they are the problem. As computer is a complicated device, one small breakage may stop its work. Moreover, the equipment is soon out of date.
Besides, there is a problem of compatibility. First of all, there are hardware devices which can't work with the old operating systems, such as a processor, a hard disk drive, a video card, etc. Then, there are programs which need more resources than computer actually has.
Thirdly, computers become more and more complicated, and much effort is required to learn how to work with them. Fourthly, computer viruses cause a lot of trouble — they can spoil, remove or steal computer data, and every user knows it well from his experience.
And on top of all, computer is a multifunctional device, as we already know, so it can be used both to do work and to entertain oneself. Children often fall prey to computer and Internet: they play computer games, spend their free time chatting with friends on the Internet and doing practically nothing. This aspect can't be denied.
To crown it all, computer is a good device like many others, designed to help people. But it's our own free will that lets us use it in order not to waste time but to get best results.
Tasks:
Before reading. Practise and learn the following words:
account
v. зд. объяснять
library
библиотека
actually
в сущности
machine
машина
almost
почти
model
модель
amount
количество
moreover
более того
breakage
поломка
multifunctional
многофункциональный
browse
бродить (пo Интернету)
office
офис
browser
обозреватель 
(компьютерная программа)
operating system
операционная система
calculation
вычисление
oneself
себя
check
проверять
own
собственный
compatibility
совместимость
page
страница
crown
to crown it all
в довершение всего
practically
практически
data
данные
presentation
презентация
database
база данных
prey
добыча
deny
отрицать
fall prey (to)
пасть жертвой
design
проектировать
print
печатать
disk
диск
problem
проблем
disk drive
дисковод
processor
процессор
DVD (Digital Video Disk)
видеодиск
remain
оставаться, оставлять
effort
усилие
resistance
сопротивление
enormous
огромный
resource
ресурс
entertain
развлекать
search
искать
equipment
оборудование
size
размер
etc
(от лат. et cetera) и т.д.
software
программное обеспечение
everywhere
везде
solve
решать
experience
1. опыт 2. впечатление
soon
вскоре
famous
известный
sphere
сфера
font
шрифт
style
стиль
function
функция
top
верх
greatly
adv. очень
TV set
телевизор
hardware
аппаратное обеспечение
user
пользователь
hospital
больница
video
видео
immediately
немедленно
virus
вирус
job
работа
waste
тратить
joke
шутка
web
сеть (прям., перен., комп.)
let
позволять


	After reading:

	Answer the following questions to the text.

	When was computer invented?
	Were there many computers in the middle of the 20th century? Why do you think so? Find the possible explanation in the text.
	Is computer a multifunctional device?
	What types of programs for computer can you name?
	In what spheres of life can computers be used?
	Computers have many disadvantages, don't they?
	What are the main disadvantages? Are there any that happened with your computer?
	What are the relations between children and computer? Is there any danger?

Can you name any other functions of computer?
	Can you add anything to the list of the drawbacks of computer?
	Computer can be used both for good and bad purposes, can't it?
	Name other things that can be misused, like computer. (For example: an atomic energy, a gun, television...)
	Study the Active Vocabulary. Insert the missing words.

	The ___________________________ of one computer stopped the whole work of a company.

Yesterday my brother bought a _________________ device: it's a printer, a scanner and a fax.
If you want to look at the library collection, open this _________________________ program.
To install the driver, insert the CD into the _______________________ and follow the instructions of the computer.
If you have problems with your hardware or	, ask my friend Igor. He is a famous specialist, he has great __________________________, he can _____________________ any problem.
The hottest place in your computer is a ___________________________________________.
	Check your computer for _____________________. They can spoil your________________.
	What _________________________ do you have? — Are there many? — Yes, there are. But there is only a problem of ____________________________________________ of software.
	He uses the Internet only to ___________________________ himself: he listens to the music, watches films and installs programs.
Computer can make ____________________________________ quicker than any calculator.
	Continue the following statements.

	The first computers of the 1940s were _____________________________________________

A browser program is designed to ________________________________________________
A wood processor lets you ______________________________________________________
A database program is used in shops ______________________________________________
Computers are used everywhere: in a plant one can make _____________________________
Computer is also used at school: children watch _____________________________________
There is a joke that computers are designed to solve problems but _______________________
There is a problem of compatibility _______________________________________________
Computers become more and more complicated, and much effort _______________________
Computer viruses cause a lot of __________________________________________________
Children often fall prey to computer ______________________________________________
It's our own free will that lets us use the computer in order ____________________________

